UNI DISTINGUISHED SCHOLAR AWARD
2018-2019

Nominee ______________________________________________________________
Department _________________________ College ____________________________

Date of Initial Appointment to the UNI Faculty ______________________________

Current Academic Rank _______ Year UNI Tenure Awarded _________________

Office Phone _______ Department Phone _______ Campus Mail Code _________

Nominees must be a late-career tenured Regular Member of the Graduate Faculty with
at least five years of full-time UNI service at the time of nomination. A faculty member
may receive the Distinguished Scholar Award only once. Faculty may not apply for the
Distinguished Scholar Award, the James F. Lubker Faculty Research Award and the
Outstanding Graduate Faculty Teaching Award in the same year. If nominated for all of
them, the faculty member will need to choose which award to apply for.

Instructions for the Nominee: Include this cover sheet with the supporting documents
described on page two. Materials should be prepared for intelligent lay readers who
may not be familiar with the literature, terminology, or details associated with the
nominee’s field of research or creative activity. One copy of all nomination materials
must be received in the Grad. College Office on Friday, February 1, 2019 by 4.30 p.m.

List the names and addresses of those individuals submitting support letters:

1. (Nominator)
   _____________________________________________________________
   _____________________________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________________________
   _____________________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________________________
   _____________________________________________________________

Signature of Nominee
__________________________________ Date ________
Distinguished Scholar nomination materials must include the following. Items 2 through 5 should be submitted electronically if possible.

1.) A signed cover page.

2.) Letter of nomination by the nominator.

3.) A complete and current vita, limited to scholarly record.

4.) Personal statement by the nominee discussing his/her record of scholarly or creative achievement (not to exceed 500 words). These accomplishments should represent at least five years of outstanding achievement.

5.) Two more letters of support (in addition to nomination letter). Do not exceed the number requested. Please have letters sent directly to the Graduate College.

6.) Books and articles or appropriate examples of creative work must be submitted to supplement the written narrative. They will be retained in the Graduate College Office for review by the selection committee and returned after the selection is made. Only one copy of each of these items is necessary.

One copy of all nomination materials must be received in the Graduate College Office on Friday, February 1, 2019 by 4:30 p.m. Single hardcopy samples of selected scholarly work (books, articles, creative works) must be submitted and will be kept in the Graduate College office for review. The Distinguished Scholar Award will be presented at the Annual Graduate Faculty Meeting in April. Nomination materials except letters of support will be returned soon after.

Contact the Associate Dean of the Graduate College @ 3-2748 or at gabriela.olivares@uni.edu, if you have any questions.